Successfully managing multiple projects can be challenging - especially when project timelines, limited budgets, and resources come into play.

A multi-year project or strategic initiative can feel risky, tie up valuable staff and shift focus from day-to-day revenue generation and execution. A vendor conversion or even a new product initiative requires significant focus, a unique skill set, and coordination of multiple stakeholders.

Be it adding new games to your lottery portfolio, upgrading existing systems, or selecting new vendors, GLI has the expertise and experience to assist. Our vast experience supports your lottery’s need for cost containment, and speed to market. Our team works with you to streamline business processes and increase service quality. We efficiently support and augment your in-house experts so they can continue to execute your vital mission.

**Project Management, Perfected**

Juggling multiple priorities and project timelines is often just one piece of the puzzle. Factor in multiple vendors, and you’ve got quite the collection of spinning plates! Let GLI coordinate across projects, stakeholders, and vendors so you can be sure that everyone is on the same page and moving in the same direction, on time, and on budget.

**SUPPORT & GUIDANCE FOR MULTI-YEAR PROJECTS AND CRITICAL INITIATIVES FROM GAMING LABORATORIES INTERNATIONAL (GLI®)**
What We Offer

**Business Analysis**
GLI’s extensive experience enables lottery teams to identify risks that could negatively impact retailers, stakeholders, and therefore lottery revenue and reputation. We partner to ensure critical projects are executed successfully and efficiently.

**Project Health and Recovery**
GLI has the diverse international experience to identify and analyze critical lottery projects for issues and risks. The myriad of issues we’ve addressed allow us to recommend timely and practical corrective actions to ensure your success.

**Project Management**
Our Project Management Office (PMO) uses best-of-breed methodologies aligned to lottery industry standards to address IT project delays, new system or hardware implementations, functionality issues or problems found in the field.

**Cutover Services**
A system cutover may take only a day, but implementation planning may take weeks or even months to ensure a successful cutover. GLI can assist with configuration and change management processes required for success and post-implementation sustainability.

**Who We Are**
With locations across North America and around the globe, GLI has decades of lottery and gaming, security, and compliance expertise, enabling lottery operations to grow profitability and to protect their reputation and integrity.